Homicide concentration in Belo Horizonte

Characteristics of the homicide concentration area

- urban area degradation
- low urban infrastructure
- low social-economic situation of the population
- low articulate community
- high presence of drug traffic and arms dealing

Fonte: PMMG- CRISP/UFMG.

BRASIL ADOPTS NEW POLICIES IN PUBLIC SECURITY IN 2003

The Public Security Program for Brasil establishes a new legal framework for public security and policy, implementing comprehensive repression and prevention policies and prevention and implementing a Single Public Security System

“SUSP”
What is SUSP?

The National Secretariat of Public Security of the Ministry of Justice relates itself to different institutions (Federal Government, States and Municipalities) so that the public, human and material resources, are decentralized different management institutions in regions where the indicators appoints a poor social condition with increasing violence and criminal actions.

SUSP EXAMPLE

National Secretariat of Public Security of the Ministry of Justice with the National Drug Secretariat of the Brazilian Presidency
Joint Articulation of Prevention actions on drugs and violence in three government levels and with civil society.
SUSP EXAMPLE: PARTNERSHIPS

National Secretariat of Public Security
United Nations Development Program
Federation of Industries from Rio de Janeiro

CITIZEN SECURITY PROGRAM

CITIZEN SECURITY PROGRAM

Cooperation Agreement

Activities:
- Organizational Management
- Information Management
- Police Formation
- Crime and violence Prevention
- Arms Control
- Oversight and civil Society
- Forensics Modernization and Structure
CITIZEN SECURITY PROJECT

Regional Centre for public Security Training focused on the control of firearms, munitions and explosives. Forms partnerships in Brasil, in Latin America and the Caribbean in public security. This project is a partnership with the United Nations Regional Centre for Peace, Disarmament and Development in Latin America and Caribbean.

NATIONAL NETWORK OF POLICE LEADERSHIP

Creation of a National Network of police leaders to disseminate a new culture of public security based on pacific resolution of conflict, human rights promotion and management efficiency.
CITIZEN SECURITY PROJECT

Value the work of all the public security actors and foments their network

CITIZEN SECURITY PROJECT

Supports the National Public Security Force in structuring: a national police body for helping Brazilian States in crisis situations on public security inspired in the Peace keeping Force of the United Nations
CITIZEN SECURITY PROJECT

Some of the database in this system are restricted to public in general, although the government has access to it through a public security and justice network.